MIP Process Technologies…

Despite current challenges facing the mining and
minerals industry, Level 1 BEE Contributor, MIP Process
Technologies (“MIP”) continues to pursue a positive
standing in its operations.
According to MD, Philip Hoff, they have enhanced its
staff base to focus on its business areas, both locally
and abroad. “We have recently appointed a new
General Manager, Rogan Roulstone, who will be
responsible for the day-to-day operations. Rogan
comes with vast experience in project and general
management”.
“To date our success can be attributed to upholding
customer focus, reliable products and continuous
improvement and development. This infrastructure
will continue to be the back bone of our company,”
says Hoff, “as we believe that we have excelled
in customer service and good value through our
minerals processing knowledge. This, in conjunction
with engineering expertise enables us to adapt our
designs to suit each and every client’s needs.”
Since inception in 2007, MIP’s endeavours onto the
international stage have been very substantial. They
have established equipment operating successfully
in Turkey, Australia, North America, Canada, and
as far afield as the Philippines, just to mention a few
destinations.
The company has actively pursued the export
market, as Hoff believes that the world can learn a
vast amount from local technology. “South African
expertise in the minerals and mining industry is highly
regarded throughout the world and we do have
the products to prove it. We can boast a number of
world firsts and are proud of these achievements.
One of which, is the largest Linear Screens in the
world and these were followed up with subsequent
orders,” concludes Hoff.
MIP designs and supplies a range of world class
process equipment which includes Thickeners,
Clarifiers, Attrition Scrubbers, Flocculant Plants, Slurry
Samplers and Linear Screens. It has an added string
to its bow with the ADCS range of Dust Extraction
Equipment and Bag Filters. It also distributes the world
renowned Chemineer range of Mixers and Agitators.

“MIP offers the complete
range of process and dust
extraction equipment –
your one stop equipment
supplier” concludes Hoff.
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